Is the Name of America a Proud Name?
America is a Mystery of the Unknow Name

America somehow is a mystery or forgotten name of our nation. If anyone asks, “where does the name
of AMERICA comes from?” Most would respond “I DO NOT KNOW”. It would be so embarrassing if a
foreign ask us this question. American should know it history, before we stand with pride on the nation
where we live in. Yet, most American have NO CLUE where America’s name comes from. Except for
those who search on the search engine online.
This name “AMERICA” is in fact a mystery and bloody treasure name that somehow there is a historical
connection mostly between the pirates, Spain and Portuguese. Because for centuries, Spain and
Portuguese exploration along with other colonization have been “treasure fleets” made their regular
trips to the area of central Americas long before America was names. They deliver their merchandise
good and collect treasures and precious metals which the pirates stole. Before part of the Europe
explorer also got involved and battle against the pirates. As many of these ship cargos increased in size
and value, so did the risk of capture and theft by the pirates. Foreign navies, privateers (commissioned
agents sent out against the enemies of states), and pirates threatened, attacked, and plundered the
ships of the treasure fleets. Some of these ships were NOT just a regular explorer, they were mix of
other race of people who became pirates. Pirates were often former sailors experienced in naval
warfare. Both, Spain, and Portuguese were often the one who became pirates who have made many trip
to Caribbean. It was mostly of their safe house land to hide. Yet, history of America named is still
unclear, because of how the named was carried around private throughout the time of the pirates
and/or foreign explorers times. That name America just might be a code name for where pirates and
other explorers hided and guard the good value of treasure.
The first theory may be the strongest point other than the code name, this theory draws much closer to
the simple truth. When Christopher Columbus arrived on that Caribbean Island the natives told him the
land to the west was called, Amaraca (America). The indigenous people of the land named it Amaraca. I,
Bro. Pouliot believe most of the Native American (American Indians) may have forgotten this? The
Spaniards named their first settlement in South America “Amaraca” after the indigenous name of the
land. This may be the only simple logic truth which somehow end up fade away because indigenous
people have been around for many, many centuries. They spread all over the land, north, central, and
south America. Because indigenous populations like the Moche, Chimú and Incas grew. The Moche, who
lived along the northern coast of what is now Peru, are the one who built their pyramids of adobe, or
sun-dried mud-bricks. This pyramids is found in South America.
The second strong possibly theory is what most people look at the evidence as first theory. Most
claimed “America” was named after a man name Amerigo Vespucci. Amerigo Vespucci who was an
Italian merchant, Florentine-Spanish explorer, and navigator from the Republic of Florence. He became
a Castilian citizen in 1505. Between 1497 and 1504, Vespucci participated in at least two voyages of the
Age of Discovery, first on behalf of Spain (1499–1500) and then for Portugal (1501–1502). In 1503 and
1505, two booklets were published under his name, containing colourful descriptions of these
explorations and other alleged voyages. Both publications were extremely popular and widely read

across much of Europe. Although historians still dispute the authorship and veracity of these accounts,
at the time they were instrumental in raising awareness of the new discoveries and enhancing the
reputation of Vespucci as an explorer and navigator. Vespucci claimed to have understood, back in 1501
during his Portuguese expedition, that Brazil was part of a continent new to Europeans, which he called
the New World. The claims inspired cartographer Martin Waldseemüller to recognize Vespucci's
accomplishments in 1507 by applying the Latinized form "America" for the first time showing on the
New World map. Americus who discovered it and who is a man of intelligence, Amerigen, that is, the
Land of Americus, or America: since both Europa and Asia somehow got this names from a women.
Although, some believe “Amerigo” real name was Alberigo Vespucci. Guyanan novelist Jan Carew argues
that Vespucci changed his so-called Christian name after his voyages to the Americas. If America is not
named after Vespucci, then where did the name come from in the first place??? This is why I chose this
theory second, instead of first.
Marcou, who quotes Le Plongeon, (an imaginative anthropologist) studying the Mayan culture in
Yucatan: “The name AMERICA or AMERRIQUE in the Mayan language means, a country of perpetually
strong wind, or the Land of the Wind, and sometimes the suffix ‘-ique’ and ‘-ika’ can mean not only wind
or air but also a spirit that breathes, life itself. Who exactly is the” Spirit of the Air” that they
worshipped? According to the Popol Vuh, the sacred, indigenous Maya narrative of creation, he was the
great “feathered serpent” creator deity known as Q’uq’umatz; a god considered by scholars to be
roughly equivalent to the Aztec god Quetzalcoatl and the Yucatec Mayan Kukulkan.
Other theory, Manly P. Hall gives more insight in - The Secret Teachings of All Ages: ” These Children of
the Sun adore the Plumèd Serpent, who is the messenger of the Sun. He was the God Quetzalcoatl in
Mexico, Gucumatz in Quiché; and in Peru he was called Amaru. From the latter name comes our word
America. Amaruca is, literally translated, ‘Land of the Plumèd Serpent.’ The priests of this [flying
dragon], from their chief center in the Cordilleras, once ruled both Americas. All the Red men who have
remained true to the ancient religion are still under their sway. One of their strong centres was in
Guatemala, and of their Order was the author of the book called Popol Vuh. In the Quiché tongue
Gucumatz is the exact equivalent of Quetzalcoatl in the Nahuatl language; quetzal, the bird of Paradise;
coatl, serpent—‘the Serpent veiled in plumes of the paradise-bird’!” This is why Masonic Lodges were
already here. Since these ancient serpent legends include the Mesoamerican feathered serpent gods
and can be looked upon as a historical testament of that Angel thrown down by God, “then perhaps The
Land of the Plumèd Serpent may also be known as the Land of Lucifer,” concludes Ken Hudnall in The
Occult Connection II: The Hidden Race. “America” Means The Land Of Lucifer???
So the question here is, which of these theories should we take in horror with pride to be American?
Me, I say none above. I believe this land of America is another Babylon land of confusion. No wonder
why most of us do NOT know where this name “America” come from and why do we name it in the first
place? Just maybe this land is indeed the land of Lucifer after all. I don’t take pride to be American not
only because the mystery name but because of how bad the corruption government handling and ruling
the country I live in is not in my favor. Most of them only care about themselves, money, and power.
Last reason, they do not obverse, follow or practice the laws of YAHUAH but their own ridiculous
conflicts laws. I rather have the pride to stand on YAHUAH’s kingdom and serve HIM my Most-High King.
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